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ABSTRACT 
Enterprise Guide®, the point & click interface to SAS is a powerful tool for beginners and power SAS users.  
SAS/CONNECT® allows all available computer platforms to “talk” to each other, even the mainframe.  This SAS 
module provides the capability to store data on any and all of your platforms, and to do the processing on any and all 
of your platforms – all from the one platform sitting on your desk.  Even though Enterprise Guide® does not have a 
point & click system for using SAS/CONNECT®, the code for SAS/CONNECT® does work.  Certain little known 
features of Enterprise Guide® together with SAS/CONNECT® code combine to make a very powerful, modern 
system that communicates with all platforms in a Point & Click environment.  In SUGI31, paper # 065-31, I introduced 
some of these coding tricks.  This paper is a follow-up to those ideas, including some improvements to the code 
presented last year.   
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MAINFRAME VS. SERVERS 
The standard Windows network mapping system can be used to permanently allocate Windows server SAS Libraries 
in Enterprise Guide® that will be available in the Server List on startup.    The Mainframes running z/OS are different 
animals!  (Although I have no experience with non-Windows servers, I suspect that some of them would also not have 
access to the Windows network mapping system.  So, the mainframe approach to access SAS libraries may apply to 
them also.)  When we logoff the mainframe all of our SAS library allocations for that session are cancelled.  In order 
for Enterprise Guide® to recognize the mainframe SAS libraries again, we must signon to the mainframe and 
reassign the libraries. 

BRINGING THE MAINFRAME INTO THE GAME 
This approach is a more secure version of the approach I suggested last year.   
 
First, open a code window and type in the following code: 
 

options comamid=tcp; 
signon MainframeSpawnerName user='xxxx' password=”&password”; 
options source; 
libname xxxxxx remote 'xxx.xxxxx.xxxxxx' server= MainframeSpawnerName; 
 

Enter the actual name of your mainframe spawner. Replace the x’s in the “user=’xxxx‘  “ position with your mainframe 
userid.  Enter the libname for the appropriate library on the mainframe.  Save this code in a PC folder so that it can be 
retrieved into other projects.  Call it something like “logon2.sas”.  As you retrieve it into another project, you can 
comment out the old libname statement and enter a new one for the new project.  As you continue to use it, you will 
gather a list of libnames, all commented out.  You can un-comment the ones needed at any point. 
 
Second, after you bring this code into a new project, right-click on the code window; click on properties; click on 
parameters; click on parameter manager; click on add; in display name box type the word: password (not your 
password, but the word “password”);click on the tab “data type and values”; check the boxes: prompt for value, allow 
macro substitution, mask user input with asterisks; click on “add and close”; click on close; click on add; select 
password; click on ok; click on ok. 
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For that code window and for that project, the macro variable &password is available and you will be prompted for its 
value.  
  
Third, open another code window and enter only one line of code: 
 

Options nosource; 
 

This code stops the log window from displaying the value of the parameter, password.  Note the “options source” line 
in the earlier code window, which turns the standard log options back on.  Save this code in the same folder as the 
other code; call it something like “logon1.sas”. 
 
Fourth, go to the process flow window, right-click on the logon1 icon, and choose to link it to the logon2 icon.   
 
Fifth, right-click on the logon1 icon, click on “Run branch from logon1”; the macro variable window will pop up.  Type 
in your mainframe password and you will be signed onto the mainframe with your SAS library assigned to your 
Enterprise Guide® session.  It shows up in your Enterprise Guide® server list.  Further, the datasets in that library 
show up in the datasets list and are available for use in the point-and-click sessions.  One can now drag and drop 
variables and options in any of the point-and-click sessions of Enterprise Guide®! 

PROCESSING ON OTHER PLATFORMS 
Last year, in paper 065-31, I showed how to use the Insert Code feature of the point & click sessions of Enterprise 
Guide® to insert the top and bottom of the rsubmit sandwich into each point & click session.  This is especially useful 
if the data set is large and/or the processing time is lengthy. Since then, I have discovered that the “Insert Code” 
feature is not available in the Filter & Query point & click session.   This is unfortunate because many filters and 
queries are CPU and I/O intensive and should be run where the data resides.  To have Enterprise Guide® submit the 
code for the remote processing on a server or mainframe of point & click generated queries, we make use of the 
following: 
 
Click on tools, options, and then click on “Custom Code” in the left column.  There are two options for additional SAS 
code that are useful: 

• Check the “Insert custom SAS code before task & query code” box and click on the edit button.  Type in the 
“Top Code” : 

Rsubmit ServerSpawnerName; 
 
/* Conditionally delete a table or view, if it exists          */ 
/* If the member does not exist, then no action is performed   */ 
 %macro _eg_conditional_dropds(dsname); 
 %IF %SYSFUNC(EXIST(&dsname)) %THEN %DO; 
  PROC SQL; 
   DROP TABLE &dsname; 
  QUIT; 
 %END; 
 %IF %SYSFUNC(EXIST(&dsname,VIEW)) %THEN %DO; 
  PROC SQL; 
   DROP VIEW &dsname; 
  QUIT; 
 %END; 
%mend _eg_conditional_dropds; 
  
*libname xxxxxx 'xxx.xxxxxxxx.xxxxxx'; 
*libname xxxxxxxx 'x:\xxxx\xxx\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'; 
*libname xxxxx 'x:\xxxx\xxxxxxxxxx\xxxxxxxxxx'; 
 libname xxxxxxxx 'x:\xxxx\xxxxxxxxxx\xxxxxxxxx'; 

 
 

• Check the “Insert custom SAS code after task & query code” box and click on the edit button.  Type in the 
“Bottom Code”: 

 
endrsubmit; 

 
This feature will then submit your additional “Top” and “Bottom” code each time you submit work to do.  It works on 
the mainframe as well as the PC or server.  Please note that I am assuming that you have run your signon program to 
the server or mainframe that I have described earlier, so you are already logged onto the server or mainframe. 
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By checking and unchecking the box you can turn the code off and on.  The code is not erased when you uncheck the 
box, so you do not have to retype it to turn it on again.   

 

ODS OUTPUT 
The ODS system will produce RTF, PDF, or HTML output files.  Even on the mainframe, these files can be created 
and downloaded to your PC!   
 
For regular Windows servers, use the insert code feature and enter the following as Top Code for each non-query 
session (RTF is used as an example): 
 

ods rtf file=’x:\xxxx\xxxx\output.rtf’style=rtf; 
 
Insert the following at the bottom of all of the generated code: 
 

ods rtf close; 
 
 
For the Mainframe, a small modification is necessary.  In order to get the mainframe to produce ASCII control codes, 
the Top Code should be modified to the following: 
 

ods rtf file=’xxxx.xxxx.output’ trantab=ascii; 
 
The bottom code for the mainframe should be changed to: 
 

ods rtf close; 
proc download infile=’xxxx.xxxx.output’  
     outfile=’k:\xxx\output.rtf’ binary; 
run; 

 
This code will download the RTF file to your PC.  A scratch file, xxxx.xxxx.output, can be created on the mainframe 
and then downloaded to different PC files on your PC.  If this is done, make sure you download the contents of the 
scratch file each time, since the ODS command will delete the old output file every time it is issued.   

A FEW COMMENTS 
• This Custom Code is also useful if the entire project is to be rsubmitted to a server or mainframe. By 

checking the boxes to activate the code, one does not have to worry about inserting the code around each 
point & click session in the project.  If only certain point & click non-query sessions will be rsubmitted to a 
server, then the other option to insert code in each session, shown in last year’s paper is the preferred 
method.  Of course, the ODS statements need to be inserted into the code for each session icon.  The only 
exception is the Filter & Query Icon where inserting code is not possible.  The workaround for this difficulty is 
to add the point & click session as a code template, edit the code by inserting the ODS sandwich, and then 
linking the code icon into the process. 

• The macro that is built into the Top Code is necessary because Enterprise Guide® runs this macro to clean 
out some temporary datasets before it runs a query.  If the macro is not available, the program will generate 
an error and stop running.  By creating that macro in the top code, it will be available to the remote session. 

CONCLUSION 
The Enterprise Guide® interface to SAS provides a powerful tool for power users as well as beginners.  The coding 
capabilities within Enterprise Guide® allow the power user to create many lines of code by clicking the mouse.  One 
can then customize the generated code by inserting additional personal code between the lines of generated code.  
Using the interlaced code systems in Enterprise Guide®, SAS Connect remains a convenient, powerful way to have 
all of your platforms, including the mainframe, talk to each other.  The Custom Code option allows filters and queries 
to be rsubmitted to the servers and mainframes for processing. 
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        Woodlawn, MD 21235 
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